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Tall bearded iris FOR GABRIELLE.

INTRODUCTION

Welcome to our 2015 catalogue in which we offer a range of new tall bearded iris and a wide selection
leasing new TBs bred by John Taylor. You will be familiar with his ground breaking work on Louisiana
and Californian Iris. We expect that he will make just as big an impact with TBs and I'm sure you will
We have had a very exciting 2013/2014 receiving many awards for our iris. Our two top TB winners
were TAY DAUM, winner of the 2013 Dykes Medal, and MANSFIELD PARK, winner of the 2013
Alan Johnson Medal. Awards of Merit were received for TBs OUR MAN BUCK, COMPTON, MANSFIELD PARK, NORTHANGER ABBEY and JAN MAREE.
John's Californian MAGIC FALLS won the 2013 Gordon Loveridge Medal.
We are also excited with the many new iris we have imported over the last few years from the US and now
have growing on. Some appear in this year's catalogue and others will be released over coming years.
With major landscaping continuing at EIDOLIA PARK in Millthorpe and a great response by visitors
over the last two years to John's private garden, we will be having 3 open weekends at his garden this
year. John’s garden is spread over 15 acres and is landscaped with iris, roses and many different and
interesting plants, shrubs and trees. Open weekend dates and times are Saturday/Sunday the 1st/2nd,
8th/9th, and 15th/16th November 2014 between 10am and 4pm. EIDOLIA PARK is located at 75 Charles
Booth Way Millthorpe. Sharon will be there with a stall selling bare rooted TBs and potted Californian
Iris. Plenty of seating and basic food available. Entry is by gold coin donation.
The 2014 Millthorpe Garden Ramble will be held over the weekend of 1st/2nd November 2014. For
further details on the Garden Ramble please contact Jan Kingham (ph:63663033 or email: millthorpegardenramble@gmail.com).
The NSW Region of the ISA will be hosting a National Iris Convention from Saturday 18th October
to Wednesday 22nd October 2014. Further details about the convention contact: sluxford@tpg.com.
au or www.irises.org.au.
The NSW Region of the ISA will hold its 2014 annual show on Saturday and Sunday 18th/19th October
2014 between 11am and 4pm on Saturday and between 9am and 1pm on Sunday at the BLACKHEATH
COMMUNITY HALL, Great Western Highway, BLACKHEATH. Sharon will be there with a stall
selling her TBs and potted Californian Iris.
Potted Californian Iris can also be ordered and picked up from the nursery at Burnt Yards by appointment.
Visits to the garden at Burnt Yards can also be organized by appointment. Please feel free to contact
Sharon to organise a time to visit at Burnt Yards or come and see us at EIDOLIA PARK. Please note
that EIDOLIA PARK will not be open to the public except on the open days listed above.
We hope you enjoy our new catalogue and we look forward to seeing you in the spring.
Sharon and Scott Drinkwater
Abbreviations used in the catalogue
E Early season
Ev Evergreen
Tet Tetraploid
M Mid season
SEv Semi-evergreen
Dip Diploid
L Late season
Dor Dormant in winter
Re Rebloomer

ADMIRALITY HOUSE

CADIA
1

BEARDED IRIS

Notes on Culture
Bearded iris (tall bearded, medians and dwarfs) are hardy perennials grown from rhizomes. They will
survive in most climates but they do like cold winters. They are ideal plants for the southern states (VIC,
TAS, SA), inland and high country areas of NSW and QLD, coastal NSW south of the central coast and
Southern WA. They are not well suited to northern coastal NSW or coastal Queensland.
Bearded iris should be planted in a well prepared and fertile soil in an open position that gets as much
sun as possible. Avoid the use of animal manures near the rhizomes as this may induce rot. We like to
incorporate a small handful of an 8-9 month slow release fertilizer in the soil at planting time. Bearded
iris like an alkaline soil so the soil is best prepared with a liberal dosing of lime or dolomite.
Rhizomes are best planted at a distance of 30cm-50cm apart and such that the top of the rhizome is
at ground level. If desired, a massed effect can be achieved quickly by planting three to six plants of
the one variety in close proximity. For best results, planting should be done between November and
April but bearded iris can be moved at any time of the year without risk of loss. Clumps should be
lifted and divided every 3-4 years.
Once planted the rhizomes should be well watered in for about three weeks to a month and then
treated as a normal garden plant.
maximum height of 40cm, medians from 41cm-70cm and tall beardeds are above 70cm in height. The

unless they have two months or more of really cold winter. They are not suitable for Sydney.
The time of bloom indicated in the descriptions is when they bloom for us and height of spike is
approximate for our growing conditions. Whether a variety reblooms is also based on our experience.
There will be variation from area to area and garden to garden.

TALL BEARDED IRIS - New Releases
ADMIRALTY HOUSE (Grosvenor 2015 Seedling D5-04-2 E-M 85cm) The nicely formed mid
to dark blue booms are wide and well formed
and they are produced early on well budded and
branched spikes. There is a paler area around
SKIRT WALTZ X RIPPLING RIVER

CARMEL NILAND
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$45

CADIA (Grosvenor 2015 Seedling D150-04-1 M
100cm) This neglecta patterned plicata has white
ground standards washed and dotted sky blue. The
falls are white with a wide solid band of mid blue
and a blue spear below yellow beads tipped white.
Very vigorous, multi budded, regularly opening 3
blooms simultaneously. MY SISTER JANET X
(ZIP IT UP X REAP THE REWARDS)
$45

CRADLE MOUNTAIN

CARMEL NILAND (Grosvenor 2015 Seedling
E63-08-1) M 92cm) This is a classy iris named for
and selected by a special lady. Beautiful form and
picotee edging to the standards are highlights of
this iris. The light pink standards sit atop light blue
falls with a paler rim, pink hafts and tangerine red
beards. Good growth, excellent garden appeal and
well budded spikes add to its charm. Very lovely!
SWEET MUSETTE X FOGBOUND
$50
CRADLE MOUNTAIN (Grosvenor 2015 Seedling A157-1 M 90cm) Sky blue standards, darker
blue rim. There is a small white spray around the
yellow beards tipped blue and a lighter blue central
stripe. The quality blooms, good growth, buds and
spikes brings the wonderful colour combination of
Tempting Fate into the 21st century. TEMPTING
FATE X RIPPLING RIVER
$45
DIAMOND NECKLACE (Taylor 2015 Seedling

DIAMOND NECKLACE

saw John’s seedlings from this cross. Heavily
apricot to peach apricot. Lacy falls of sparkling
white heavily rimmed peach-apricot. Beards are
tangerine tipped white and there is a spicy fragrance. Well budded, strong spikes. NATURAL
BLOND X RIPPLER
$60
FOR GABRIELLE (Taylor 2015 Seedling
I29-6 E-M 90cm) Standards and falls are both
stunning yellow with a white central area on the
falls. Spectacular show iris and an early bloomer.
open simultaneously. The blooms are equally
anced. (FORBIDDEN FRUIT X AUSTAR PINK
) X DANCING IN LEMON
$60

LEINSTER ELLEN JEAN

FOR GABRIELLE

JESSIE'S GIRL
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JESSIE’S GIRL (Taylor 2015 Seedling F64-3 M
rim of grey and yellow. The falls are white with
a light yellow rim and large yellow beards tipped
orange. These falls often recurve in arilbred style
but the overall effect is pleasing. Good growth
and large blooms. Parentage unknown but from
planned cross.
$45
LEINSTER ELLEN JEAN (Grosvenor 2015

LYZ TAYLOR

are melon apricot to peach apricot and of exquisite
form. Well balanced falls are of similar colour with
a darker rim and hafts. There is a spicy fragrance.
Multi budded spikes carry from 8 to 10 of these
gorgeous blooms. (QUALIFIED X GOLDKIST)
X CAST OF CHARACTERS
$45
LYZ TAYLOR (Grosvenor 2015 Seedling F84-2
M-L 92cm) Selected by and named for the editor of
the NSW Region Newsletter. An attractive colour
of grape purple. The falls are a couple of shades
paler than the standards. Great garden performer.
WINE FROM THE VINE X (SPRING TIDINGS
X ABOUT TOWN)
$45
MANSFIELD PARK (Taylor 2015 Seedling
colour is amazing. Excellent growth, health, vigour
in a sky blue colour that contrasts well with the
are orange red. Spicy fragrance. LOUISA’S SONG
X BRIGHT MIA
$65
MELISSA PEARL (Taylor 2015 Seedling F421 E-M 89cm) Gorgeous colour combination in
shades of pink. Standards and style arms are light
pink while the falls are mid pink with a paler edge.
sweetly fragrant. Health and growth are good and

MANSFIELD PARK

MELISSA PEARL
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MY TASHA

the spikes are well branched. LITTLE JOHN X
TAYLOR LOUISE
$50
MY TASHA (Taylor 2015 Seedling D45-04-2 M-L
88cm) Standards and falls are lavender blue with
a heavy overlay of darker lines. There is a paler
edge to both standards and falls. Beards are red.
Good increaser and pretty garden effect. PUCCINI
X (SPRING TIDINGS X AUSTAR PINK) $50
NORTHANGER ABBEY (Taylor 2015 Seedling
round orange yellow styles with prominent dark
lines. Rich, dark purple falls are paler towards the
lent growth and increase and show spikes galore.
LOUISA’S SONG X BRIGHT MIA
$50
RACING AT DUBBO (Taylor 2015 Seedling
I22-2 E-M 89cm) Pretty colour combination of
apricot-yellow standards and honey-orange falls
with an apricot-yellow rim and tangerine beards.
Easy grower and good increaser result in a lovely
garden effect. Early bloomer with good branching. AROUND THE WORLD X MOROCCAN
MAGIC
$45
SMOKY SKYLIGHT (Grosvenor 2015 Seedlings
F11-2 M 92cm) Unique colouring of greyed violet

NORTHANGER ABBEY

greyed mauve edge, pale rim and small ray pattern
of white around tangerine beards. Strong growth.
Quality in every way. BARBARA MY LOVE X
ADLEMI
$50
VAS (Grosvenor 2015 Seedling F100-2 M 90cm)
Standards are peach pink with rosy pink midribs.
Pristine white falls carry a wide apricot rim and
by and named for a lovely lady. (QUALIFIED X
GOLDKIST) X CAST OF CHARACTERS $50

VAS

RACING AT DUBBO

SMOKY SKYLIGHT
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ABBONDANZA

AIR OF MYSTERY

TALL BEARDED IRIS
General listing
ABBONDANZA (Ghio ’03 E-L 100cm) Very
standards. Great colour. Excellent growth. $12
AIR OF MYSTERY (Blyth ’07 VE 94cm) Stds.
are buff butterscotch, violet infusion coming halfway to midrib. Falls are reddish-violet blend.$20
ALI’S CHOICE (Grosvenor ’01 VE-M 94cm)
off white and caramel with a darker edge and pale
ALPINE BUTTERFLY (Blyth ’08 M-L 102cm)
White stds. have a soft violet midrib. Falls are
pastel lavender with violet hafts.
$16
ALPINE HARMONY (Blyth ' 07 E-M 91cm)
White standards, slightly lemon at midrib. Bright
ALI'S CHOICE

ALPINE BUTTERFLY
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ALPINE HARMONY

AMBER ESSENCE

AMY'S FLOWER

AMBER ESSENCE (Blyth ’07 M 91cm) Standards are rich salmon-terracotta with stronger
terracotta tones as the base. Falls are rich salmonterracotta with a striking lavender blaze.
$25
AMY’S FLOWER (Grosvenor ’11 E-M 90cm)
Yellow standards with slight maroon veining. Maroon falls with white lines around yellow beards.
ANOTHER WOMAN (Blyth ’08 VVE 97cm)

APRIL JEWEL (Lauer ’99 M 86cm) Orangepink standards edged in orange-buff. Orange-buff
falls have a pink cast, yellow-ochre shoulders and
tangerine beards ending in small horns.
$10
ARISTOCRACY (
and laced violet-purple with paler area around light
blue beards. Vigorous, quick increaser.
$25

ARISTOCRACY

ANOTHER WOMAN

APRIL JEWEL
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AROUND THE WORLD

ART AT DAWN
AROUND THE WORLD (Grosvenor ’08 M
115cm) Off white standards with a glistening gold
edge. Falls are mustard yellow with a light yellow
line running down from beard.
$15
ART AT DAWN(Blyth ’06 M 102cm) Icy white
with blue lavender wash, darker over falls. $14
AS GOOD AS GOLD (Grosvenor ’07 M 76cm)
Complete yellow self including beard. Sweet
fragrance. A standout in the garden.
$10
ASK A LADY (Blyth ’05 E-M 89cm) White stanwhite, totally overlaid soft pink champagne deepening toward haft. Sweet fragrance. Pretty. $15
AUDACIOUS AMBER (Blyth ’08 M 89cm)
Milky amber coffee blended standards over falls
of the same colour with a large violet blaze below
on well branched stems. Delicious perfume. $15

AS GOOD AS GOLD

ASK A LADY
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AUDACIOUS AMBER

AURELIE

BANNOCKBURN

AURELIE (Cayeux ’02 M 90cm) White tinted
lavender stds. on top of purple edged falls with a
white central area and red beards. Nice.
$12
BANNOCKBURN(Grosvenor ’13 L 94cm)
Lemon standards, darker at the top, have a violet
infusion around the midrib. Falls are varied lemon
over white, darker at the edges and hafts. Beards
are yellow-orange tipped white.
$25
BARBARA MY LOVE (Maryott ’99 M 91cm)
Salmon-pink standards, white falls with a spanishorange band and yellow beards. Nice.
$10
BEWITCHMENT (Ghio ’04 M 90cm) Very
falls with darker hafts. Quality performer. $14
BLAKE'S ACHEY HEART (Grosvenor '13 M- L
87cm ) Listed as Patty J in error 2013. Stds. are
pale blue with pale blue style arms tipped yellow.
Falls are blue violet with burnished tan hafts and
BARBARA MY LOVE

BLAKE'S ACHEY HEART

BEWITCHMENT
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BLISS BOMB

BLUE RISING
BLISS BOMB
and laced pastel orchid with coral-red beards. Well
budded, pretty pastel.
$10
BLUE RISING (Blyth ’06 M-L 105cm) Icy blue
lavender standards top white falls with an icy blue
blush and white tipped tangerine beards. Gorgeous
BOLD AS LOVE
peach-pink self with a red beards. Easy grower,
makes a nice clump.
$10
BOLD EXPRESSION(Ernst ’03 M 88cm)
Raspberry-purple standards, soft apricot-pink falls.
Red beards. Different colour pattern.
$10
BOULEVARD JAZZ (Blyth ‘ 09 M 84cm) White
falls with large white star burst radiating out and
blending into lavender, the edge is more buff to
red violet.
$15

BOLD AS LOVE

BOLD EXPRESSION
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BOULEVARD JAZZ

BOWLED OVER

BOYD

BOWLED OVER (Ghio ’05 M-L 91cm) Coral
pink standards, over orchid pink falls. Beautifully
ruffled blooms with lots of buds. Red beards. $25
BOYD (Grosvenor ’14 E-M 95cm) Gorgeous
apricot, slightly bitoned with darker falls and
tangerine based beards tipped white. It has a slight
BRACKEN RIDGE (Grosvenor ’12 M-L 93cm)
Apricot with a peach edge and blending darker
are apricot overlaid mauve-pink, darker towards
the edge. Rich red beards.
$25
BRIGHT MIA (Grosvenor ’08 M 110cm) Mustard
yellow standards with watermark edge. Falls are
dark plum, white spray around beards.
$10
BRONZE PEACOCK (Aitken ’03 E-M 102cm)
Bronze standards, rosy-violet falls with a bronze
rim. Very colourful. Good iris.
$18
BRACKEN RIDGE

BRONZED PEACOCK

BRIGHT MIA
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BROTHERS IN ARMS

BUBBLES GALORE
BROTHERS IN ARMS (Lauer ’05 E-M 84cm)
BUBBLES GALORE (Ghio ’02 E-L 90cm)
Strong growth. Multi-budded.
$12
BUCCANEER’S PRIZE (Blyth ‘ 09 E-M 91cm)
Standards are light burgundy with deeper plush
burgundy falls. Mustard orange beards with a musk
fragrance.
$12
BURNT YARDS (Grosvenor ’08 M-L 76cm)
Standards are light creamy caramel while the falls
are dark caramel brown with a white line below
well branched spikes. Short growing.
$12
BURSTING BUBBLES (Ghio ’01 E-M 89cm)

BUCCANEER'S PRIZE

BURNT YARDS
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BURSTING BUBBLES

BY DESIGN

CAFE D'AMOUR

BY DESIGN (Kerr ’05 M-L 91cm) Colourful and
different. Blue white standards, blue black falls
with a white spray around orange beards. Easy
grower, well budded and nicely branched. $14
CAFE D’AMOUR (Blyth’08 M 94cm) Standards
are light violet infused over buff, biscuit buff outer
edge. Falls are bright blue-rosy-violet deepening
to blue violet around gold beards.
$20
CALLING (Blyth ’03 E-M 90cm) Icy white stds.,
blue-violet falls with white lines around lemon
CAPRICIOUS CANDLES (Meininger ’00 M-L
76cm) Stds. are lemon orange sherbet, edged pale
gold. Falls have pale lemon centre with darker
veining, edged pale gold, standout large horns.$10
CAPTAIN THUNDERBOLT (Blyth '11 E-M
91cm) Violet standards over purple falls. White
lined markings at hafts with an edge the same
colour as the stds. This is a new standout! $25

CAPTAIN THUNDERBOLT

CALLING

CAPRICOUS CANDLES
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CAST OF CHARACTERS

CASCADIAN RHYTHM

CASCADIAN RHYTHM (Schreiner ’07 E-M
107cm) White standards with a hint of blue. Falls
are blue washed to milky white edges. Yellow
beards. Fabulous!
$12
CAST OF CHARACTERS (Ghio ’01 E-M 99cm)
blooms, deep rose in the standards, blue-pink in
the falls. Excellent growth. Quality.
$12
CATWALK
comb standards over red-burgundy falls. Striking
colour combination. Has that 'wow' factor. $25
CHEAP FRILLS (Black ’09 E-M-L 97cm) Standards are buff peach, darker towards the edge. Falls
are white with light cinnamon plicata washed haft
and plicata band washed paler inside band. $12
CHESTNUTS ROASTING (Blyth ’10 M-L 87
cm) Chestnut brown with a red-brown overlay
CATWALK

CHEAP FRILLS
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buds.

$20

CHESTNUTS ROASTING

CHINOOK ARCH

CHRISTMAS PRESENT

CHINOOK ARCH (Johnson ’06 M 91cm)
Medium yellow standards infused peach buff up
midrib. Blue violet falls with central wash blending
to peach band, peach hafts. Orange beards. $15
CHRISTMAS PRESENT (Ghio ’07 M-L 85cm)
Smooth blue orchid self, lighter in the centre of the
laced, lots of buds, very vigorous growth. $18
CLASSIC WINE (Blyth ’04 E-M 95cm) Tall, well
branched, multi-budded rich wine-purple with a
blue blaze. Mustard beards. Easy grower. $12
CLIMACTIC (Grosvenor ’11 M 90cm) White
blended blue violet standards over white falls
CLOTHED IN GLORY (Kerr ’04 M 91cm) Yellow standards, and falls. Falls have wide darker
yellow hafts, 3/4'' dark brownish red band around
edge, white area around beards.
$20

CLOTHED IN GLORY

CLASSIC WINE

CLIMACTIC
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CLOUD PALACE

COAL FACE
CLOUD PALACE (Blyth ’04 M-L 91cm) Standards are icy white with the faintest icy blue cast.
Falls are light blue, lightening toward the center
to light blue to white near beard. Beautiful! $12
COAL FACE (Grosvenor ’11 L 96cm) Spikes
are darker and very close to black.
$40
COFFEE SHOP (Blyth ’07 VVE 86cm) Standards and falls are coffee apricot. Slightly deeper
rosy apricot hafts. Sweet fragrance.
$12
COME THE DAWN (Blyth ’09 M 102cm)
Standards and falls are soft apricot with orange
tangerine beards.
$12
COMPTON (Grosvenor ’14 M 89cm) Superbly
formed pastel in tones of light violet and pink.
There is a darker veining in the falls. The beards are
strawberry pink and there is a slight fragrance. $45

COFFEE SHOP

COME THE DAWN
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COMPTON

COPATONIC

COUNTRY KISSES

COPATONIC (Blyth ’94 E-M 85cm) Russetbrown standards, ruby-brown falls edged russet,
COUNTRY KISSES (Blyth ’05 M 85cm) Soft,
pastel pink standards with a blue cast, creamy pink
falls and white beards tipped red. Sweet perfume.
Well branched spikes and a good grower.
$15
COVER PAGE (Ghio ’02 M-L 80cm) Cherry red
standards, mahogany red falls . Gold beards. Wide
CRAZY FOR YOU (Blyth ’98 E-M 90cm) Ever
popular oyster pink, beige midribs in the standards
and lined rose overlay in the falls. Good grower.
Very fancy.
$10
CRUSH ON YOU
pastel with pale pink standards, and washed blue
falls. Red beards. Easy grower.
$14
COVER PAGE

CRUSH ON YOU

CRAZY FOR YOU
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CUDAL

CUPID'S WISH
CUDAL (Grosvenor ’14 E-M 94cm) Brassy yeland base. Falls are yellow with a small white area
around tangerine orange beards. Strong
$40
CUPID’S WISH (Blyth ’05 E-M 97cm) Orchidlilac-mauve self. Rich tangerine beards. Wide,

DAD'S A PIRATE

DANCE RECITAL
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DAD’S A PIRATE (Blyth ’07 E-M 91cm)
Butterscotch gold standards over rich, plush
red-burgundy falls. Small white veins at mustard
bronze beards. Excellent colour contrast.
$18
DANCE RECITAL (Keppel ’04 M 91cm) Light
blue violet over pale blue becoming paler with age
resulting in a near-white center. Red beards add a
lot of impact.
$14
DANCER'S EDGE (Blyth ’02 M-L 90cm) Blue
on white plicata with a light blue midrib line in the
standards, and darker blue-violet edge to the falls.
White tipped tangerine beards. Grows well. $12

DANCER'S EDGE

DANCING IN LEMON

DANCING ON AIR

DANCING IN LEMON (Grosvenor ’08 M 94cm)
yellow iris. Beards are orange tipped white. One
of the best show iris we have grown.
$20
DANCING ON AIR (Meek ’04 M 90cm) Blue
white, blue and cream falls with a yellow band
and white tipped yellow beards. Lovely!
$15
DARLING BEWARE (Blyth ’04 E-M 95cm)
Creamy peach standards. Creamy white falls edged
blooms. Grows well.
$12
DESIGNER LABEL (Ghio ’03 M-L 95cm) Pink
orchid bitone with darker standards, tangerine
DESIGNER’S ART (Kerr ’05 E-M-L ) Yellow
standards and a blue violet band on the falls which
from QUEEN'S CIRCLE. Vigorous.

DESIGNER'S ART

$18

DARLING BEWARE

DESIGNER LABEL
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DESTINED TO DANCE

DEVIL'S OWN
DESTINED TO DANCE (Blyth ’10 M 96cm) Icy
white self with a slight blue cast. Quick to increase
plus very good quality.
$15
DEVIL’S OWN (Blyth ’04 M-L 88cm) Brass
gold standards slightly darker than the falls with
mustard orange beards. Good branching.
$12
DEVILICIOUS (Blyth ’10 M-L 92cm) Pastel
peach standards and lilac falls with a soft magenta
wash. Bright tangerine beards.
$25
DIAMOND RING (Ernst ’03 M 94cm) Champagne standards, white falls blushed violet with a
champagne–yellow band. Pretty iris.
$15
DONCASTER AVENUE (Grosvenor ’10 M

DEVILICIOUS

DIAMOND RING
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branched spike are bright, clear yellow with burgundy haft lines on a white area around yellow
beards. Distinctive.
$15
DRAMA QUEEN (Keppel ’03 E-M 95cm)
Burgundy standards, creamy-buff falls heavily

DONCASTER AVENUE

DRAMA QUEEN

DRESSED IN NAVY

overlaid burgundy. Rusty orange beards. Nicely
branched stems. Good grower. Dykes Medal winner 2011.
$12
DRESSED IN NAVY (Grosvenor ’07 E-M
102cm) Dark navy blue self, beards mustard tipped
blue. Spicy fragrance. Quick increase.
$14
DUSKY CHALLENGER (Schreiner 86' M-L
orous. Still, to this day, hard to beat. Dykes Medal
winner 1986.
$10
EFFECTIVE (Grosvenor ’12 E-M-L 88cm)
Mauve-violet standards edged buff and violet falls
with tan hafts and a tan-gold edge. Strong growth,
quick increaser. Spectacular as a clump.
$25
EFFICIENT (Grosvenor ’09 M 89cm) Gorgeous
dark blue-purple with blue beards. The blooms are
though it only carries 6 buds. Spectacular.

$18
DUSKY CHALLENGER

EFFICIENT

EFFECTIVE
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ENNOBLE

ENTER THE DRAGON
ENNOBLE (Ghio ’99 M-L 84cm) Black-ceriseblooms of distinction and great appeal.
$12
ENTER THE DRAGON (Blyth ’10 E-M 86cm)
Standards are beige -champagne. Falls are the same
with a lavender wash. Beards are deep brownbronze. Strong.
$18
ENTICE (Ghio ’03 M-L 89cm) Deep rose pink
self with tangerine beards. So special.
$15
ERRATICA (Grosvenor ’08 M 76cm) White
edge. Shorter spikes but well branched.
$20
EXPLICIT (Ghio ’05 M-L 92cm) Bright gold
standards and gold sunburst on black mahogany
falls. Great garden effect.
$15
EYE FOR STYLE (Blyth ‘ 06 E-M 97cm) Soft
cattleya pink self with a beige pink lacy edge. Falls

ENTICE

ERRATICA
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EXPLICIT

EYE FOR STYLE

FANCY A FLUTTER

have a lavender blue blaze in the centre. Lots of
lace and white beards.
$15
FANCY A FLUTTER (Blyth ’06 M 90cm)
Creamy white standards, lemon falls with a purple
ray pattern and lemon beards. Pretty
$12
FASHION ALERT (Blyth ’08 E-M 97cm)Standards are muted buff to oyster buff, violet infusion
at midrib. Falls are soft pastel violet blended over
texture veining.
$15
FLUENT MANDARIN (Blyth ’06 E-M 97cm)
Buff apricot standards, infused rose at midrib. Falls
are red burgundy, paler toward edge.
$15
FOREIGN LEGION (Keppel ’00 M-L 99cm)
Standards are pale yellow blended mauve with a
blue-mauve midrib. Falls are very dark cyclamen
purple lighter at edge. Beards are orange . $10
FASHION ALERT

FOREIGN LEGION

FLUENT MANDARIN
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FOREVER NEAVE

FREEDOM SONG
FOREVER NEAVE (Grosvenor ’13 M- L 100cm)
off white with melon hafts and a rosy orchid rim.
Tangerine beards. Very pretty. Quality spikes.$25
FREEDOM SONG (Schreiner ’03 E-M 93cm)
White ground plicata with mid-dark blue stitching
around edges and prominent blue purple styles.
Show spikes. Excellent growth.
$12
FRIENDLY FIRE (Keppel ’03 M 98cm) Light
blue standards darker at the base, white falls with
with good growth.
$12
FRILLED TO BITS (Blyth ’09 M 102cm) Vivid
lemon yellow stds. Falls are the same with whitish
GALSTON GORGE (Grosvenor '14 M-L 85cm)
Standards are yellow with a violet infusion. Wide

FRIENDLY FIRE

FRILLED TO BITS
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hafts. Slight fragrance.

GALSTON GORGE

$35

GAME PLAN

GAZE

GAME PLAN (Keppel ’02 E-M 93cm) Unusual
toasted orange infused bronze in the falls to give
GAZE (Blyth '05 E-M 91cm) Standards are oyster
grey with lemon chartreuse at the midrib and at the
reddish violet hafts.
$12
GENUFLECT (Ghio ’00 M-L 76cm) Pink standards with lavender falls. Pink shoulders bleeding
downwards to tangerine beards.
$14
GINGER ICE (Blyth ’07 M-L 94cm) Standards
are white infused apricot at midrib. Falls are bright
apricot orange-tan deepening towards hafts. Burnt
tangerine beards.
$25
GIVE ME WINGS (Blyth ’02 M-L 97cm) Light
blue standards with vertical purple veining. Falls
are rich blue purple with a deep blue blaze and
muted gold beards.
$12
GENUFLECT

GIVE ME WINGS

GINGER ICE
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GLAD ALL OVER

GLAMAZON
GLAD ALL OVER (Blyth ’07 M 91cm) Mauve
lilac standards and rosy mauve falls. Falls are
edged with the standards' colour. Neat white area
around tangerine beards.
$16
GLAMAZON (Blyth ’07 M 91cm) Honeybutterscotch standards with falls having a rose
overlay and slightly lighter edge. Rosy blaze below
tangerine red beards. Musk fragrance.
$16
GLAMOUR PANTS (Blyth ' 04 E-M 91cm)
Light apricot standards over dark burgundy falls,
edged in the same apricot as the standards. Bright
red beards. Has the wow factor!
$16
GOLDEN PANTHER (Tasco ’00 M 88cm)

GLAMOUR PANTS

GOLDEN PANTHER
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Different. Dykes Medal (USA) in 2009.
$16
GOT ATTITUDE (Blyth ’08 M-L 91cm) Icy
white standards with blue veining and infusion at
midrib. Falls are smooth lavender-blue with white
tipped tangerine beards. Sweet fragrance. $15

GOT ATTITUDE

HADDON

HAPPY AGAIN

HADDON (Grosvenor ’08 M-L 95cm) Standards
are violet, greyed-violet edge. Falls are darker violet edged greyed-violet. Spicy fragrance. Unusual
colour combination but it works well.
$12
HAPPY AGAIN (Schreiner ’02 M-L 94cm)
Standards are aureolin yellow. Falls are white
ground, aureolin yellow shoulders and band,
golden beards.
$15
HAUNTED HEART (Keppel ’09 M 91cm) Pale
pinkish grey-white stds. Pinkish lavender greywhite ground falls heavily overlaid heliotrope grey
HAVOC (Grosvenor ’07 M 71cm) Standards are
white heavily overlaid mulberry. Falls are white,
with mulberry plicata markings.
$12
HEAVEN AND EARTH (Lauer ’05 M 90cm)
Vigorous pink amoena. Pretty iris and one of the
nicest in this pattern.
$16

HEAVEN AND EARTH

HAUNTED HEART

HAVOC
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HEAVEN'S REPLY

HELLO IT'S ME
HEAVEN’S REPLY (Blyth ’05 VE-M 95cm) Pure
white standards and lavender blue falls, darker
HELLO ITS ME (Blyth ’02 E-M 91cm) Apricot
standards with slight rose midrib infusion. Falls
are fuchsia magenta, with creamy centre line,
HEXHAM (Grosvenor ’13 M- L 90cm) Yellow

HEXHAM

HEY TRUE BLUE
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midrib. Blended rosy wine-red falls with a pale
dusky pink edge. Very colourful garden iris. $25
HEY TRUE BLUE (Grosvenor ’11 M 92cm)
Sky blue and all quality. Vigorous and very well
branched. This is a garden standout.
$35
HILLVIEW PANTOMIME (Grosvenor ’13
M-L 88cm) Standards are raspberry pink, paler at
midrib while the falls are deeper raspberry pink

HILLVIEW PANTOMINE

HINT OF DANGER

HOLEY CHEESES

over white with a pale edge and tangerine beards.
Sweetly fragrant.
$22
HINT OF DANGER (Blyth ’07 VE-M 97cm)
Burgundy red stds and deeper burgundy red falls.
HOLEY CHEESES (Grosvenor ’11 E-M 75cm)
White stds have lemon yellow plicata marks and
a slight blue-violet midrib. Falls are marked blueviolet. A light tan-brown edge to the falls. $28
HOLIDAY PARADE (Meek ’03 E-M 90cm)
Light blue violet standards, purple black falls with
a paler rim, red orange beards. Easy grower. $12
HONEY DRIPPER (Blyth ’08 VE-M 91cm)
Butterscotch apricot standards and falls. Falls are
overlaid red burgundy deepening to solid redburgundy beside beards. Sweet fragrance. $20
I FEEL GOOD (Schreiner ’03 E-M 98cm) Near
solid carmine-violet standards and stitching on
white falls. Well branched and budded.
$12

I FEEL GOOD

HOLIDAY PARADE

HONEY DIPPER
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IRISH SQUIRE

IMPULSIVE
IRISH SQUIRE (Blyth ' 01 E-M 95cm) Pure
white standards over bright contrasting yellow
falls, lighter in the centre around lemon beards.
Makes small plants.
$10
IMPULSIVE (Ghio ’01 M 90cm) We love it. Buff
standards, burnt orange falls speckled lightly in
purple on the edge. Dark orange beards.
$12
INDIAN SUNRISE (Lauer ’04 M 90cm) Light
pink standards with a darker midrib. Mauve pink
falls lighter at the edge. Tangerine beards. Very

INDIAN SUNRISE

INDULGENCE
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INDULGENCE (Blyth ’02 M-L 91cm) Lemon
yellow shading to light butterscotch standards.
Plush burgundy falls with sharp buff edge, some
white haft veining, golden beards.
$12
INSIDE JOB (Ghio ’05 E-M-L 86cm) Standards
are light blue shading to turquoise at base. Falls are
blue white overlaid medium blue. Light blue band
around edge. Beards are lemon tipped white. $25

INSIDE JOB

INTO THE WILDERNESS

ITALIAN ICE

INTO THE WILDERNESS (T. Blyth ’01 M-L
95cm) Brassy antique gold with mustard beards,
a very different shade. Easy grower.
$10
ITALIAN ICE (Cadd ’04 M 90cm) Soft lemon
standards. White falls have bright lemon hafts and
soft lemon on the edge. Lovely iris.
$15
ITALIAN MASTER (Blyth ‘E-M 91cm) Light
honey butterscotch standards. Falls are creamy butterscotch, washed light rose-burgundy to halfway
down petal then fading. Standard colour edge and
nice lacing.
$15
JANET’S JOY (Grosvenor ’10 E-M 110cm)
Outstanding show spikes and wonderful garden
soft lemon beards tipped white.
$14
JOHNNY BLUE EYES (Grosvenor ’14 M 95cm)
Blue violet self. Wonderful garden iris with well
branched spikes, masses of bloom and excellent
health and vigour.
$45

JOHNNY BLUE EYES

ITALIAN MASTER

JANET'S JOY
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JORDAN'S JOY

KEEN PERCEPTION
JORDAN’S JOY (Schreiner ’07 M 91cm) Smooth
mid blue with a deeper centre and dark blue beards.
Excellent garden habits.
$16
KEEN PERCEPTION (Grosvenor ’14 M-L
90cm) Warm white with slate violet veins, lemon
and orange yellow beards. Light fragrance. $40
KEPT ON ICE (Grosvenor '14 E-M 90cm) . The
standards are light blue and the falls are icy blue
white with tangerine beards white at the end. Great
garden iris.
$30
KITTY KAY (Keppel ’02 M-L 94cm) Heavily
style arms are peach, pale pink beards.
$16
LACHLAN MACQUARIE (Grosvenor ’13 M
92cm) Stds are medium blue, falls dark blue with
spray around mustard beards tipped blue. Wonder-

KEPT ON ICE

KITTY KAY
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LACHLAN MACQUARIE

LAKE ST CLAIR

LAST LAUGH

ful garden iris. Very popular.
$30
LAKE ST CLAIR (Grosvenor ’12 E 89cm) Clear
mid blue self. Quick increase, strong growth, lots
of buds. Looks great in a mass planting.
$25
LAST LAUGH (Shoop ’00 M-L 105cm) White
standards, blue violet falls with a large white area
around tangerine beards. A fancy bitone with great
colour effect. Striking standout beards.
$12
LENA BAKER (Kerr ’98 M 90cm) Lemon-yellow
with a wide rose-pink edge to the falls and gold
LESLEY MY LOVE (L.Blyth ’07 E-M 84cm)
falls with sculptured coral pink edge. Very pretty
with lots of lace.
$20
LINDA’S CHILD (Innerst ’03 M 88cm) Spectacular white with gold rims on standards and falls
and red beards. Colour gem. Easy grower. $15
LENA BAKER

LINDA'S CHILD

LESLEY MY LOVE
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LOOKING BEAUTIFUL

LOTUS LAND
LOOKING BEAUTIFUL (Blyth ’02 E-M 97cm)
Stds are apricot buff, slight violet blended midrib.
Falls are creamy coffee, light lavender infusion.
Small blue blaze below tangerine beards.
$12
LOTUS LAND (Keppel ’99 M 90cm) Heavily

LOVE ACTUALLY

LOVE MATCH
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creamy fall overlay. Very nice.
$10
LOVE ACTUALLY (Blyth ‘ 04 M-L 97cm) Coffee rose brown blended standards. Falls are coffee
rose brown, small violet blaze, vibrant orange
tangerine beards. Spicy fragrance.
$15
LOVE MATCH (Blyth ’07 M 89cm) Standards
and style arms are pure white. Falls are pure white
in centre gradually deepening toward pastel blue
at edge. Soft and beautiful.
$20
LOVE TO FLIRT (Blyth ’00 E-M 88cm) Soft
creamy-pink touched apricot standards, Deep plum
violet falls with lavender edges. White, tipped
orange beards. Super quality form.
$10

LOVE TO FLIRT

LULLABY LIGHT
LULLABY LIGHT (Blyth ’02 M-L 102cm)
Pastel silvery lilac standards with deeper silvery
lilac falls. Darker hafts, tangerine beards. Sweet
fragrance. Very beautiful.
$12
LUNCH IN MADRID (Blyth ’07 M-L 102cm)
Standards are pink, heavy violet blush toward
midrib. Falls blended soft salmon and pastel pink,
more salmon at haft. Musky fragrance.
$20
MAGIC BY GOSH (Blyth ’07 M 102cm) Both
standards and falls are honey, ochre and butterscotch blends with some violet infusion in the
standards.
$14
MAGIC HAPPENS (Ghio ’06 E-M 88cm) Closed
white standards with a gold halo. White falls
with strong blue lines radiating overall from gold
shoulders. Well branched and vigorous.
$25
MAGICAL (Ghio ’07 E-M 94cm) Peach pink
standards and creamy peach falls. Deeper peach
shoulders, light coral beards. Excellent!
$35

MAGICAL

LUNCH IN MADRID

MAGIC BY GOSH

MAGIC HAPPENS
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MANGO DAIQUIRI

MANDARIN MORNING
MAJESTIC RULER (Schreiner ’07 M-L 91cm)
Cerise purple self. A standout in the garden with
its strong colour presence.
$20
MANDARIN MORNING (Blyth’02 VE-M
90cm) Champagne pink standards, coffee-pink
falls with white lines, orange beards. Pretty. $10
MANGO DAIQUIRI (Blyth ’05 E-M-L 95cm)
Light apricot self with orange beards. Well budded
and branched. Pretty in the garden.
$14
MARCHING BAND (Ghio ’06 M-L 95cm) Clear
orange with a wide violet orchid band on the falls
and tangerine orange beards. Excellent branching,
high bud count. Great show iris. Vigorous. $35
MARIE’S LOVE (Grosvenor ’12 E-M 95cm)
apricot blended rosy apricot at the base. Falls are
buff-apricot with darker veins, dark rosy apricot

MAJESTIC RULER

MARCHING BAND
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MARIE'S LOVE

MASTERY

MERCHANT MARINE

MASTERY (Blyth ’01 M-VL 90cm) Honey butterscotch standards, ruby red falls with a beige
edge and old gold hafts. Lovely colour.
$10
MERCHANT MARINE (Keppel ’06 M 97cm)
Medium blue standards, slightly deeper medium
MIAMI BEACH (Keppel ’05 M 102cm) Empire
yellow over pinard yellow. Paler centre spot. Red
beards. This bold block of colour is a standout in
the garden.
$18
MILK ON APRICOTS (Niswonger ’00 M 84cm)
Orange beards. A popular colour combo!
$12
MING LORD (Blyth ’05 M 100cm) Smoky lilac
violet standards and velvety red violet falls with a
faint lighter edge. Tangerine beards. Similar to its
pod parent ROMANTIC EVENING. Lovely. $12
MIAMI BEACH

MING LORD

MILK ON APRICOTS
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MISSES GIRLS

MIST ARISING
MISSIES GIRLS (Grosvenor ’12 M-L 86cm)
falls are peach toned pink with darker veins and a
small near white area around pink beards. $30
MIST ARISING (Blyth ’07 M-L 91cm) Standards
are champagne buff to lemon cream, lavender
heavy gold hafts and orange beards.
$16
MOONLIT WATER (Keppel ’04 E-M-L 91cm)
Stds. are greyed violet lighter towards centre,
lemon to greenish lemon edges and base. Falls are
blue violet shaded darker, large white area around
beard, hafts edged lemon, pale grey rim.
$20
MORNING FROST (Schreiner ’04 L 95cm)
Light lavender stds, icy white falls touched pale

MOONLIT WATER

MORNING FROST
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MOROCCAN MAGIC (Blyth ’04 E-M 90cm)
Colour gem that appeals to everyone who sees it.
Peach standards and rim on black wine falls lit up
by orange beards. A very vigorous grower. $14

MOROCCAN MAGIC

MOUNTAIN MAJESTY

MYSTERIOUS WAYS

MOUNTAIN MAJESTY (Ghio ' 94 M-L 91cm)
Rich purple self, including the beards. A stand- out
in the garden with its strong colour.
$12
MYSTERIOUS WAYS (Keppel ’03 M 102cm)
Standards are absinthe yellow to walnut at base,
blended greyed violet. Falls are oyster white, light
yellow edge, hafts light chrome yellow.
$12
MYTHING TOOTH (Grosvenor ’13 M 76cm)
Stds. are orchid mauve, lighter in the centre. Falls
are paler orchid mauve, lighter in the centre and
darker at the edge. Pink-red beards. Short. $30
NARELLE ELAINE (Grosvenor ’12 M 94cm)
Orchid-mauve standards and blended dark rosy
orchid falls with a lighter edge. Tangerine beards.
NAUGHTY NIGHTS (Keppel ’05 L-VL 86cm)
Roman purple standards lightly shaded greyed rose
at base, edges empire yellow, purple crest. Falls
are velvet blackish port, orange beards. Has the
wow factor!
$25

NAUGHTY NIGHTS

MYTHING TOOTH

NARELLE ELAINE
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NEVER BEEN KISSED

NEHALEM BAY
NEHALEM BAY (Schreiner ’02 L 95cm) Ice
white standards and blue-violet falls with blue
NEPEAN RIVER (Grosvenor ’11 M-L 85cm)
Blue white standards top blue violet falls. Grows
well and blooms on show stems.
$25
NEVER BEEN KISSED (Blyth ’07 E-M 91cm)
Standards are blue to blue-lavender. Falls are pastel
blue to blue white. Slight musky fragrance. Very
nice edging to complete a beautiful look.
$18
NEW LEAF (Ghio ’97 M 80cm) Spectacular pink
with rosy violet luminata wash on the falls. Our
favourite in this pattern.
$12
NO DOUBT
blue with a darker rim on the falls. White area
around white beards. Fragrant.
$12

NEPEAN RIVER

NEW LEAF
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NO DOUBT

NOBLE POET

NORMALITY

NOBLE POET (Blyth ’06 M-L 97cm) Lemon
gold standards and tan falls deeper at hafts, broad
blue blaze extending over most of the falls. $16
NORMALITY (Grosvenor ’13 E 91cm) Bluemauve-violet standards and blue-mauve falls
lighter around beards and darker at the edge. $30
NOW AND THEN (Grosvenor ’09 E-M 91cm)
Rich mulberry purple, darker at the hafts and carrying yellow beards. There is a sweet fragrance.
NOW SEE THIS (Lauer ’01 M 91cm) Violetpurple standards, red-purple falls with a lavender
centre wash. Very attractive.
$12
OLYMPIC ODYSSEY (Dunn ’99 M 90cm)
Pretty plicata pattern on white grounds. Stds are
stitched pale lilac while the lacy falls are edged a
deeper lilac. Lots of bloom.
$10
NOW AND THEN

OLYMPIC ODYSSEY

NOW SEE THIS
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ON A SANDY BEACH

OPEN SEA
ON A SANDY BEACH (Grosvenor ’12 M 90cm)
Standards are a light blue with soft buff overlay.
The falls are lemon on white darker at the hafts
and edge. Plenty of buds on well branched spikes.
Vigorous. Lovely clump.
$25
OPEN SEA
medium blue self , yellow beards. Beautiful. $14
ORATORIO (Blyth ’04 M-L 94cm) Standards
are champagne with lavender infusion coming up
from the base and deep lilac falls. Excellent! $12
OUR CLARE (Grosvenor ’09 M-L 86cm) Great
in the garden and on the show bench. The blooms
are a light bright pink with a white area around

ORATORIO

OUR CLARE
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OUR HULLABALOO (Grosvenor ’13 E-M
91cm) We all love the purity of colour of this iris.
Standards are yellow with a darker midrib, falls
are white with yellow hafts and a clear yellow
rim. Orange-yellow beards.
$30

OUR HULLABALOO

OUR LILY

OUT TO LUNCH

OUR LILY (Grosvenor ’12 M 96cm) It is the
softest of pale pink with white in the centre of the
falls and tangerine-pink tipped white beards. $30
OUT TO LUNCH (Blyth ‘ E-M 102cm) White
stds with faint peach blush at midrib. Falls are
champagne beige, slightly blended are darker at
hafts. Slight edge the colour of the standards. $16
OVER AGAIN (Grosvenor ’07 E 76cm) Standards are blue lavender. Falls are white with some
lavender below white beards. Very pretty ! $10
OVERJOYED (Gatty ’94 M 80cm) Creamy white
stds, creamy lemon falls and creamy gold beards.
OXFORD ROMANCE (Grosvenor ’14 M 90cm)
budded spikes. Standards are pastel, mallow orchid
mallow orchid pink. Light strawberry pink based
beards tipped white.
$40

OXFORD ROMANCE

OVER AGAIN

OVERJOYED
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PALACE SYMPHONY

PARIS OPTION
PALACE SYMPHONY (Blyth ' 06 M 91cm)
Magenta-burgundy standards with a bronze blush
at midrib. Falls are bright magenta-burgundy, outer

PATRICIA ELIZABETH LINNEGAR

PAUL BLACK
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PARIS OPTION (Blyth ’06 E 95cm) Greyed pink
standards, red-violet falls with a lavender edge.
Bronze beards tipped violet. Well branched and
grows well.
$14
PATRICIA ELIZABETH LINNEGAR (Grosvenor ’14 E-M 90cm) Standards are bronzed yellow
with a violet midrib. Falls have a white ground with
rosy violet plicata edge and central stripe. Yellow
bronzed beards. Very high bud count
$40
PAUL BLACK (Johnson ’03 M-L 105cm) Bright
blue-purple self with rich red orange beards. Strong
grower. Popular. Dykes Medal winner 2003. $12
PHIL THE POWER (Grosvenor ’14 M 90cm)
Peach pink standards with a slight violet infusion.
Rosy orchid falls have a paler rim and a small

PHIL THE POWER

PLEASURE STATE

PLUM FUN

central stripe below tangerine red beards. Lots of
buds on good stems and good growth.
$40
PLEASURE STATE (Blyth ' 07 M-L 97cm)
Standards are blended apricot. Falls are lavender
over pinkish apricot, salmon tan hafts. Pretty. $18
PLUM FUN (Schreiner ’01 M 93cm) Wide and
POP MUSIC (Blyth ’08 E-M 102cm) White
standards over icy white falls washed light violet
overall, deeper colour at hafts becoming near
burgundy to burgundy-black. A stand-out! $20
POPSTAR (Blyth ’05 E-M 105cm) Rose-red
suffused lavender around tangerine-red beards.
An easy grower with great colour impact. $12
POWDER PUFF GIRL (Blyth ’08 M 97cm) Soft
peach blend all over with a more creamy slightly
deeper colour and band on falls. Very nice. $16
POP MUSIC

POWER PUFF GIRL

POPSTAR
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POWER POINT

PRETTY SWISH
POWER POINT (Johnson ’05 M-L 114cm)

PRETTY WITCH

PROTOTYPE
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warm white falls, that blend to soft lavender pink
margins. Upturned lavender violet horns.
$12
PRETTY SWISH
and laced apricot-peach standards, falls are the
same with rose hafts extending a third of the way
down. Colour pattern suits its name.
$20
PRETTY WITCH (Blyth ’07 M 91cm) Standards are smoky medium apricot infused rose at
the midrib. Falls are apricot, totally overlaid rose
burgundy, lightening toward edge.
$20
PROTOTYPE (Ghio ’01 L 90cm) Pure white
standards, fancy falls are pale pink with apricot
shoulders and purple speckles and red beards. For
lovers of the unusual. Grows well.
$12
PUCCINI (Ghio ’99 E-M-L 90cm) White with
purple lines radiating from red beards and purple
marginal dotting. Fantastic colour.
$10

PUCCINI

PURPOSEFUL

QUANDRY

PURPOSEFUL (Grosvenor ’14 L 80cm) Heavily
Growth is adequate to good.
$35
QUANDRY (Keppel ’01 E 95cm) White standards, cream falls with buff shoulders and a violet
sanded area. Red beards. Spectacular.
$15
RACING HEART (Blyth ’01 VE-M 110cm)
Icy lavender standards, violet falls with a light
lavender edge. Bright red beards. Lovely. $10
RADIANT DESIGN (Grosvenor ’08 M 107cm)
Apricot melon pink standards and slightly darker
falls with a white area around orange red beards.
Gorgeous form.
$10
RAGING TIDE (Keppel ’07 M-L 97cm) Pale to
mid blue standards with medium violet-blue centre.
Falls are medium violet-blue with outer area a paler
blue. A very nice effect.
$16
RACING HEART

RAGING TIDE

RADIANT DESIGN
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RAISE THE CURTAIN

RARE FIND
RAISE THE CURTAIN (Blyth ’08 VVE 94cm)
Lilac standards and falls with white beards. Very
pretty iris to start the bloom season.
$15
RARE FIND (Ghio ’03 M-L 93cm) Cream standards with salmon midribs. Coral orange falls with
faint purple speckles and a hairline coral edge. $14
REVERE (Ghio ’02 VE-E-M 102cm) White with
a yellow halo on the standards and a blue rim on
the falls. Tall, with show spikes.
$12
RHAPSODY IN RED (Grosvenor ’14 M-L
90cm) Wonderful ruffled, well balanced form
and nicely branched spikes enhance the garden
performance of this lovely iris.
$40
RHINELANDER (Schreiner '06 M-L 95cm) Rich
form. Easy grower.
$25
RIDE THE TIGER (Lauer ’02 M-L 88cm)

REVERE

RHAPSODY IN RED
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RHINELANDER

RIDE THE TIGER

RING AROUND ROSIE

area in falls below blue toned beards. Different and
grows well. Gives a greenish effect.
$16
RING AROUND ROSIE (Ernst ’00 M 88cm)
Standards are white with a yellow rim, falls are
white with a wide yellow margin around an area
speckled and dotted magenta-purple. Lovely. $12
RIPPLING RIVER (Schreiner ’95 M 90cm)
This has to be seen to be believed. One of the best
formed iris available; it is a rich navy blue, all
ROCKY ROGUE (Grosvenor ’14 M-L 92cm)
This is the nearest to pure red that we have grown
or seen. Buds and branching are excellent but the
colour is THE thing with this vigorous beauty. $40
RODEO GIRL (Schreiner ’05 M 107cm) Standards are red. Yellow falls with red plicata edges.
Gold beards. A very special iris.
$16
RIPPLING RIVER

RODEO GIRL

ROCKY ROGUE
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ROMANTICO

ROYAL ORDERS
ROMANTICO (Blyth '10 M 81cm) Wide open
pure white standards over white falls thickly
banded violet, darker purple band at hafts. Bright
red beards. Very lacy with great colour.
$25
ROYAL ORDERS (Blyth ’08 M-L 94cm) White
standards over rich purple falls with lilac edging.
RUBENESQUE (Blyth ’09 E-M-L 107cm) Standards are coffee orange-apricot, falls are the same
with slightly lighter area below dusky tangerine
beards. Musky fragrance.
$20
RUNAWAY ROMANCE (Meek ’03 M 90cm)
Pink standards, pale pink falls, big tangerine

RUBENESQUE

RUNAWAY ROMANCE
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RUSSELL FALLS (Grosvenor ’13 M-L 92cm)
Golden yellow with a large white waterfall below
orange tangerine beards. Decidedly different. $30
RUSTY TAYLOR (Grosvenor ’12 E-M 94cm)
Orange tan self with burnt orange red beards.

RUSSELL FALLS

RUSTY TAYLOR

SALOME'S BUTTERFLY

Superb growth and vigour. Close to perfect as a
garden performer. Show spikes.
$40
SALOME’S BUTTERFLY (Blyth ’09 M-L
91cm) Standards are soft icy lilac. Falls are royal
violet edged icy lilac, small white spray pattern
around beards.
$30
SENSE AND SENSIBILITY (Grosvenor ’11 M
102cm) White standards with a pale blue glow at
Extremely vigorous.
$18
SEPARATE AREA (Grosvenor ’13 M- L 76cm)
Standards are pink, falls are mauve peach in colour,
more pink at the hafts and lighter in the centre
around pink beards. Laced and beautiful.
$30
SHARRELIZ (Grosvenor ’14 M-L 105cm) Exslightly darker at the edge. Falls are a lighter shade
of pink with a frilly deeper edge and beards that
are white tipped orange. Spicy fragrance.
$50

SHARRELIZ

SENSE AND SENSIBILITY

SEPARATE AREA
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SIDNEY'S CHOICE

SOIREE GIRL
SIDNEY’S CHOICE (Grosvenor ’07 E-M 94cm)
Standards are brilliant yellow, falls are pure white
with a yellow band. Perfect show spikes.
$12
SOIREE GIRL (Blyth ’05 M 91cm) Standards
are lavender blue shading to lavender white on
the outer. Falls are near white with all over wash
of softest pastel lavender. Wonderful!
$12
SOLAR FIRE (Tasco ’03 M 90cm) Gold standards, oxblood red falls with yellow netting near
colourful iris with good garden habits.
$12
SOME DARK NIGHT (Grosvenor ’08 M-L
91cm) Purple standards, black purple falls. Sweet
fragrance. Good growth and well branched . $18
SPICE LORD (Blyth ’02 M 90cm) Red-brown
standards and creamy white falls edged red-brown.
Top quality brown on white plicata.
$14

SOLAR FIRE

SOME DARK NIGHT
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SPICE LORD

SPICED TIGER

STARRING

SPICED TIGER (Kasperek ’96 E 80cm) Blended
honey-tan standards, maroon falls streaked silver.
Colourful and very showy.
$14
STARRING (Ghio ’00 M-L 83cm) Pale lavender,
near white standards, purple black falls, brick red
beards. Sensational colour. Grows well.
$14
STARS TURN OUT (Blyth ’07 M-L 94cm) Icy
blue standards, some violet veining at midrib.
Rich violet falls, edged with the standard colour.
Fragrant and fancy.
$20
STARTED WITH A KISS (Blyth ‘M-L 91cm)
Standards are creamy peach with soft lilac –magenta over cream falls. Textured veining and vivid
orange beards.
$15
STIR THE POT (Grosvenor ’13 L 94cm) Dark
purple standards top black falls tending to dark
purple around the blue-purple beards.
$30
STARS TURN OUT

STIR THE POT

STARTED WITH A KISS
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STOP FLIRTING

STOP THE TRAFFIC
STOP FLIRTING (Blyth ’02 M-L 95cm) SubBeige-grey falls, violet blaze, tangerine-orange
STOP THE TRAFFIC (Blyth ’07 VE-M 102cm)
Standards are bright gold deepening to rich old
gold at midrib. Falls are mahogany red-brown with
STORYLINE (Ghio '90 E 86cm) Apricot and rose
standards, apricot falls dotted rose. Beautiful. $10
STRANGE HARMONY (Grosvenor '13 M- L
92cm) Gorgeous lacy caramel standards, veined
darker. Violet falls with caramel tan hafts and rim.
Orange tan beards. Every spike is a show spike.
Very fancy and very popular.
$40
STRICTLY JAZZ
lavender blue standards, darker blue falls edged
lavender blue. White striations at the hafts and

STORYLINE

STRANGE HARMONY
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STRICTLY JAZZ

SUCCESS FOU

SUKY

white beards tipped tangerine. Very showy. $10
SUCCESS FOU (Cayeux ’00 M-L 90cm) Flamingo pink self with coral pink beards.
$12
SUKY (Mahan ’91 E-M 94cm) White standards
blooms are very different. Popular.
$10
SWEETLY SUNG (Blyth ’03 M-L 86cm) Stds.
and falls are blended pinkish grey champagne.
Lavender blue blaze and wash over falls.
$12
SYNCOPATION (Gatty ’84 M 95cm) Bright
gold-tan standards over violet falls with brown
hafts. Spectacular. Great bicolour.
$10
TAHITIAN AFFAIR (Blyth ’05 E-M 100cm)
Apricot standards and falls with an orchid-lavender
overlay, lighter at the edge. Wide, flared and

SWEETLY SUNG

TAHITIAN AFFAIR

SYNCOPATION
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TALASPRING

TANGO AMIGO
TALASPRING (Grosvenor ’12 E-M-L 95cm)
at the edge and off white falls with a pale blue edge.
Excellent multi budded garden performer. $20
TANGO AMIGO (Blyth ’07 E 91cm) Icy pinkwhite standards deepening to soft pink at midrib.
Falls are light coffee chartreuse with deeper coffee
brown veining. Different.
$18
TASSIE DEVIL (Grosvenor ’13 E-M 105cm)
Standards are off white, overlaid pale mauve-violet
and a faint mustard rim at the top. Falls are similar
with incomplete mustard rim.
$30
TAY DAUM (Grosvenor ’13 E-M 105cm) Stds.
are white with heavy slate blue-violet plicata
markings. Falls are white edged slate blue-violet
with dull yellow beards. Excellent growth. Dykes
Medal winner 2013.
$22
TAYLOR LOUISE (Grosvenor ’07 M-L 86cm)

TASSIE DEVIL

TAY DAUM
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TAYLOR LOUISE

TEMPLE OF TIME
the purest pink with a lighter area around the
strawberry-pink beards. Lovely.
$18
TEMPLE OF TIME (Blyth ’01 E-M 97cm) Stds,
are apricot, blushed rose with apricot falls. Bright
white blended signal and tangerine beards. $12
TEMPLE SPIRIT (Blyth '06 M-L 97cm) Lemon
cream veined lemon standards. Rosy tan blended
falls with lavender toward centre, lemon gold edge,
brown hafts. Strong fragrance. Very fancy $28
TENNESSEE WOMAN (Innerst ’90 E-M 90cm)
Tannish-bronze standards with darker netting.
White falls with rose-purple hafts and edges. $10
TERRA DE FEU (Cayeux ’97 E-M 85cm) Bright
copper red with a large metallic violet heart to the
falls and bronze beards.
$12
TIA ROSE (Grosvenor ’12 M 92cm) Gorgeous!
White standards with a slight blue infusion and
blue falls. Excellent garden habits and the multi
budded spikes are show quality.
$25

TIA ROSE

TEMPLE SPIRIT

TENNESSEE WOMAN

TERRA DE FEU
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TIGER HONEY

TIME SHIFT
TIGER HONEY (Kasperek ’94 E-M 95cm) Butterscotch standards with golden yellow streaks.
Darker falls have caramel streaks and butterscotch
TIME SHIFT (Blyth '08 M-L 86cm) Icy lavenderblue standards with smooth violet falls. Lavender
blended edge. Spicy fragrance.
$15
TO SHORE (Grosvenor ’12 E-M-L 92cm)
falls edged icy blue-mauve. Excellent garden
performance and plenty of buds.
$25
TOPSPIN (Grosvenor ’11 L-VL 94cm) Gorgeous
dark top, reverse bicolour with blended mauve pink
standards and white falls edged pink. Tangerine

TO SHORE

TOPSPIN
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TRADE SECRET (Keppel ‘ 02 E-M-L 91cm)
Chartreuse yellow standards, base blended blue.
Falls are chartreuse yellow, paler centre, darker
shoulders. Golden beards.
$15

TRADE SECRET

TRANSFER
TRANSFER (Grosvenor ’14 E-M 92cm) White
ground plicata with pale blue violet beards. The
standards have a wide, light blue edge and the falls
have a darker blue violet near solid rim.
$40
TREASURE TRADER (Blyth ’08 VVE 94cm)
Lemon yellow stds. Falls are blended deep
burgundy-rose deepening at hafts and lightening
toward edge. Lemon buff rim.
$20
TRIPLE DELIGHT (Grosvenor ’09 M 91cm)
Standards are white with pale blue edging and
midrib. Falls are white edged blue violet with
yellow beards tipped white.
$15
TRULY WICKED (Blyth ’06 M 97cm) Stds. are
peach with a heavy rosy violet infusion at midrib.
Falls are rosy magenta with texture veining and
white between veining at hafts. Peach edge. $15
TRUMPET CALL (Schreiner ’03 E-M-L 95cm)
Lovely yellow with a white area in the falls
around orange-yellow beards. Lots of bloom. Well
branched, easy grower.
$10

TRUMPET CALL

TREASURE TRADER

TRIPLE DELIGHT

TRULY WICKED
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TWICE THRILLING

TWIRL THE KILT
TWICE THRILLING (Osborne ’84 M-L 84cm)
Peach-pink with tangerine beards, purple horns and
purple tinged spoons. Wonderful.
$10
TWIRL THE KILT (Blyth ’02 M 88cm) Honeyapricot standards with a rosy midrib blush. Buff
falls, rosy overlay, violet cast and tangerine beards.
Different.
$10
ULLADULLA (Grosvenor ’12 M-L 85cm) Huge
blooms accompanied by compact growth, ensures
a wonderful display. Standards and falls are both
red-purple. Spikes carry 8 or more buds and are
well branched.
$28
UNCHARTED WATERS (Johnson ’01 E-M
91cm) Dark violet blue self. Beards are dark violet.
Slight sweet fragrance.
$10
UP IN THE SKY (Grosvenor ’08 E 102cm) Very
beards, paler at the tips. Form is lovely, growth is

ULLADULLA

UNCHARTED WATERS
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UP IN THE SKY

VALENTINE DAY

VIGILANT

good but branching can be erratic.
$12
VALENTINE DAY (Wood ’97 VE 86cm) Superb
bloom is very early for a pink iris. Excellent! $12
VIGILANT (Ghio ’05 E-M 91cm) Blue lavender
standards with a slight lemon edge. Black purple
falls. Very striking.
$20
VISITING ROYALTY (Ghio ’00 M 90cm) Wonderful dark neglecta with purple standards and near
black falls. Red beards. Colour gem.
$15
VIVA MEXICO (Maryott ’96 M 90cm) Very
falls around orange beards. Good grower. $10
WHISPERING SPIRITS (Ernst ’01 M-L 89cm)
White with a gold edge on the standards and falls
that are shaded and marked violet and magenta and
have a solid yellow band. Beards are yellow. $15
VISITING ROYALTY

WHISPERING SPIRITS

VIVA MEXICO
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WINE FROM THE VINE

WINTERFEST
WINE FROM THE VINE (Grosvenor ’09 M-L
91cm) Excellent grape purple. This is a complete
self including the beard and the form is superb with
WINTERFEST (Schreiner ’05 M-L 102cm)
newer iris from the USA.
$25
WONDERFUL WORLD (Schreiner ’04 E-M
94cm) Rose-pink standards and wide plicata edge
to cream falls. Excellent growth, well budded
spikes and a very pretty colour pattern.
$18
WU (Grosvenor '10 M 86cm) Light blue standards
top blue-black falls with mustard beards.
$35
ZOOM TOP (Grosvenor ’14 M 92cm) Standards
are creamy white overlaid rosy burgundy. Falls are
white with a rosy brown dotted edge and central
stripe. Beards are tangerine orange and there is a
light fragrance. A stand out colour pattern. $50

WONDERFUL WORLD

WU
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ZOOM TOP

ACT OF KINDNESS

ADLEMI

TALL BEARDED IRIS
Favourites
All at $9 each

Any 3 for $25

ACT OF KINDNESS A blend of apricot, orange,
orchid and rose-pink. Beautiful!
ADLEMI Standards are lilac-mauve, falls a rosy
lilac mauve with a lighter edge and reverse. Strong
growth.
ADMIRED Outstanding neglecta. Blue standards,
purple falls. Award winner in Florence.
ALPENVIEW Rich blue standards, lighter at the
White beards, yellow in the throat.
APRICOT FRILLS Nicely ruffled and well
formed soft apricot with a paler area around orange
beards. It produces plenty of bloom.

APRICOT FRILLS

ADMIRED

ALPENVIEW
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ASTROBUBBLES

BIG MOVE
ASTROBUBBLES Standards are buff to buff
lemon, faintly infused soft lavender at midrib. Falls

BOLD VISION

CALAM
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BIG MOVE Strong apricot, tangerine beards.
Fragrant. Great.
BOLD VISION Butter yellow with a white area
below yellow beards. Red-brown rim on falls.
CALAM Stds and falls are caramel brown, lighter
at edge. Falls are infused mauve. Fragrant.
CLASSIC SUEDE Light rust brown standards,
henna brown falls on the honey-yellow base. Gold
beards. Fragrant.
DAH DAH
beards tipped blue. Good growth.
DANCING IN PINK Light pink self with red
beards tipped pink and it is EARLY. Dykes Medal
winner 2008.
DAWNING Lemon blended with pink. Unusual
and vigorous.

CLASSIC SUEDE

DAH DAH

DANCING IN PINK

DECADENCE Golden apricot standards. Plumand heavily laced.
DRIFTING BUBBLES Super quality pastel pink
bitone with darker pink shoulders on the falls.
ELEGANCE IN BLUE Beautiful strong mid
blue highlighted by yellow tipped white beards.
EXCITE ME Unusual plicata with a white ground
edged blue in the standards and purple in the falls.
FIRST MOVEMENT
a red beard. Dykes Medal winner in 1992.
FLAT BLUE Novelty iris is a sky blue self. Form
FLORENTINE SILK Peach pink standards.
Peach orange beards.
GYPSY LORD White standards, violet blue falls
marbled rich violet purple and with a showy white
blaze. Red beards. Superb garden performance.

DRIFTING BUBBLES

DAWNING

DECADENCE
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ELEGANCE IN BLUE

EXCITE ME
HIGH MASTER Lemon standards, magenta-rose
falls edged lemon. Produces masses of bloom.
IMOGEN PAIGE Standards are blue violet over
white. Falls show more of the white ground. Dykes
Medal winner 2011.
JAYCEETEE Pure white self. Beautifully
winner 2004.
JUNE BRAZIER
Excellent growth. Great garden effect. Dykes
Medal winner 2007.
KATHY CHILTON Gold standards, plush red
Strong grower and quick increaser. Distinctive.
LIFE OF THE PARTY Light greyed blue stds.
Dark blue falls with a lighter edge.
LIVING THE DREAM
with orange red beards. Good healthy growth.

FIRST MOVEMENT

FLAT BLUE
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FLORENTINE SILK

GYPSY LORD

HIGH MASTER

KATHY CHILTON

IMOGEN PAIGE

JUNE BRAZIER

JAYCEETEE
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LIFE OF THE PARTY

LIVING THE DREAM
LUCY ANNE Quality apricot bitone with tangerine beards. Grows well, produces show spikes.
MANDURAMA Standards and styles are yellow
while the falls are lighter with a white area around
yellow beards. Early and vigorous.
MILLTHORPE Stds are light blue, falls dark
blue-purple lighter around beards. Grows well.
MOVE ON Dykes Medal winner 1999. Apricot
with red beards. Great grower, wonderful spikes.
MY FRIEND JOYCE Well branched, multibudded spikes are the features of this vivid and
MY SISTER JANET Standards are white solidly
overlaid light blue. The falls are white with a rosy

LUCY ANNE

MANDURAMA
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NAVY ADMIRAL Medium blue self, beards
white tipped blue. Reliable and strong growing.
PAY THE PRICE White standards heavily overlaid light blue. White falls with a mid blue rim.
Dykes Medal and Premio Firenze winner in 2003.

MILLTHORPE

MOVE ON
PICTURE BOOK Magnificent pink. Ruffled
blooms with heavy substance on show spikes.
PRIDE AND PREJUDICE Clear bright pink
colour which is lighter in the centre of the falls
around pink beards. Nicely laced. Stylish.
QUEEN’S CIRCLE Pure white with a blue edge
to the falls. Dykes Medal winner 2007. Great!
RETURN TO CAMELOT
lightly laced mid pink blooms. Pink beards. Award
winner in 2012 Premio Firenze in Florence.
RIBANDS Clear apricot pink standards, slightly
darker apricot pink falls with a lighter centre.
Dykes Medal winner in 1998.
ROSY ROGUE Standards are rosy plum-red with
darker veins. Falls are darker plum-red.
SATURN Deep beetroot-purple standards. Wide
black-cherry falls have a lighter halo and burnt
orange beards. Strong growth.
SCARED STIFF
purple-black beards. Quality blooms. Excellent.

PAY THE PRICE

MY FRIEND JOYCE

MY SISTER JANET

NAVY ADMIRAL
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PICTURE BOOK

ROSY ROGUE
SECRET ADMIRER Red-violet,darker edge to
the falls and a white area around beards.
SILVERADO Outstanding cool silver blue.
Dykes Medal winner 1987.
STAIRWAY TO HEAVEN Creamy white stds.,
blue falls. Dykes Medal winner 1993.
THAT’S ALL FOLKS
2013.
TREASURED Gorgeous alabaster pink with

QUEEN'S CIRCLE

RETURN TO CAMELOT
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quality show spikes. Tremendous clump effect.
TUSCAN VILLA Lacy creamy yellow and golden
yellow bitone with mustard beards. Great!
VIOLET SHIMMER
blue violet stippling. Nice colour combination.
WHITE POOL The pure milky white blooms
have yellow hafts and yellow beards. Lovely.
WINE TIME Burgundy wine with deep blue
beards. Beautiful colour.

SILVERADO

PRIDE AND PREJUDICE

SATURN

STAIRWAY TO HEAVEN

SCARED STIFF

RIBANDS

SECRET ADMIRER
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THAT'S ALL FOLKS

TREASURED

TUSCAN VILLA

WINE TIME

VIOLET SHIMMER

WHITE POOL

BLUE FLIRT

MEDIAN IRIS

BUGABOO

New and Recent Releases

BLUE FLIRT (Blyth ’02 IB E-M 64cm) Icy blue
with navy blue beards. Nicely fragrant.
$10
BONANZA STREAM (Grosvenor '10 BB M
64cm) Colour is superb in pure sky blue with
darker blue hafts and royal blue beards. Winner
of Best Border Bearded iris in Florence.
$18
BUGABOO (Keppel ’06 IB M 69cm) Distinctly
different with greyed violet standards greyer towards the edge and mauve to violet grey falls, and
terra-cotta beards.
$12
DELOVELY (Blyth '07 IB 51cm) Standards and
falls are bright blue violet. Large ruby black signal
covering half the falls.
$12
ENDLESS MOMENTS (Blyth ' 05 IB E-M 64cm)
throughout, deepening at midrib. Falls are the
same, deepening at hafts.
$12

ENDLESS MOMENTS

BONANZA STREAM

DELOVELY
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FLYING CIRCUS

GOOSE BUMPS
FLYING CIRCUS (Keppel '03 IB M 61cm) Stanwhite with a heavy plicata wash and lined reddish
mulberry. Fancy.
$12
GOOSE BUMPS (Black ’01 IB E-M 64cm) Tan
standards, white falls heavily dotted and sanded
red-purple. Old gold beards.
$10
HAPPY NOW (Blyth ’10 IB E-M 51cm) Lavender

HAPPY NOW

I'M DREAMING
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with white edge and white zone each side of beard.
Very very nice!
$15
I'M DREAMING (Blyth ’07 BB E-M 61cm)
Opalescent white standards with a pink blush at
midrib. Falls are smooth rich pink deepening at
hafts. Sweet fragrance.
$15
MYKONOS SUNSET (Blyth '06 IB VE-M 51cm)
Apricot peach standards brushed violet at midrib.
The falls are apricot peach with a tannish overlay
and white spray pattern.
$15

MYKONOS SUNSET

PERSNICKETY

PRECIOUS PUPPY

PERSNICKETY (Keppel ’08 IB E-M-L 66cm)
Standards are tannish apricot with a faint pinkish
amber white area at end of beard. Raisin shoulders,
PRECIOUS PUPPY (Grosvenor ’11 BB L 61cm)
Pure pink throughout including the beards. GloriSHIMLA (Blyth ’10 IB M-L 46cm) Buff apricot
with light violet infusion toward centre of stds.
Falls are creamy-apricot-buff. Many lavender-pink
dots on outer edges. Tangerine beards.
$18
THRUM (Blyth ’08 IB E-M 61cm) Rich coral
pink standards. Falls are the same overlaid rosy
slate-pink, white venation beside lightly burnt
tango orange beards. Sweet fragrance.
$12
TRIPOD (Sutton ’05 IB E-M RE 51cm) Yellow
ground heavily washed maroon standards. Falls
are yellow ground, rusty red plicata edge. Beards

TRIPOD

SHIMLA

THRUM
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APRICOT FROSTY

BLACKCURRENT

General Listing
All at $7 ea or any 3 for $18
APRICOT FROSTY (Niswonger ’02 BB M 86
cm) White standards, apricot falls and beards.
BLACKCURRANT (Smith ’99 IB 64cm) Plum
purple standards and falls with a yellow wire
edge.
BROADWAY BABY (Gatty ’89 IB M 61cm)
Yellow standards, white falls banded brown.
CALIFORNIA STYLE (Jones ’90 IB 55cm)
CARRIWITCHED (Innerst ’93 IB M 48cm)
White ground purple plicata.
DEVIL’S PLAYGROUND (Blyth ’00 IB E-M
60cm) Burgundy stds, creamy apricot falls stitched
burgundy.
DONEGAL (Keppel ’97 IB M-L 52cm) Silvery
BROADWAY BABY

CALIFORNIA STYLE
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FATHOM (Smith ’97 IB M-L 58cm) Wonderful

CARRIWITCHED

DEVIL'S PLAYGROUND

DONEGAL

FROSTY ELEGANCE (Palmer ’94 IB M 60cm)
White with yellow beards tipped white.
HUM (Blyth ’99 IB VE-E 60cm) Gold bitone with
purple beards. Always popular when listed.
LOGO (Keppel ’86 IB M 46cm) Buff orange
bitone with violet hafts and fall spot.
ORAGEUX (Cayeux ’95 IB) Copper-yellow
standards, red-black falls with copper beards.
PROTOCOL (Keppel ’94 IB E-M 58cm) White
RADIANT PINK (Grosvenor ’09 BB M 61cm)
Soft pink standards are lightly laced. Falls are
white with a pale pink edge. Grows well.
ROYALAZ (Blyth '08 IB VE-M 56cm) Soft blueviolet standards, deeper midrib. Falls are pansy
purple, slightly lighter toward edge.
SYNERGY (Keppel '03 IB M 64cm) Maple stds
FATHOM

HUM

FROSTY ELEGANCE
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LOGO

ORAGEUX

RADIANT PINK

PROTOCOL

ROYALAZ

SYNERGY

LOUISIANA IRIS

Notes on Culture
Louisiana iris are water loving plants which
originally came from the swamps of Louisiana in
the US. They can be grown successfully in standing water, in damp or boggy areas such as along the
edges of dams or as ordinary garden perennials as
long as they are given plenty of water.
They are spectacular in warm, humid coastal
areas such as along the NSW, Queensland, NT
and WA coastlines. They also do well in all but
the extremely cold parts of the southern states.
The Taylor irises from Rainbow Ridge are known
world-wide and John enjoys the reputation of being
one of the world’s leading hybridisers.
Louisiana iris should be planted in a well-prepared and heavily composted soil. The soil should
be moist but not sodden to quickly establish roots.
It may be best to establish plants in pots before
planting around dams or emersing in ponds. Once
established, they will grow and increase very
quickly. They can be grown in full sun or partial
shade and need an acid soil. Alkaline soils can
be improved by the addition of sulphur. Once
Louisiana Iris are established they should be
heavily mulched. Any well rotted animal manure
or compost is excellent.
Rhizomes should be planted about 5cm below
the soil surface and about 1m apart as they are
vigorous growers and the rhizomes will spread
among neighboring plants. Depending on vigour
they can be replanted every 3-4 years but, if left
undisturbed in the ground, they need to be fed
heavily with animal manure and chemical fertiland end of the tall bearded season.

CEST SI BON

ALL AGAZE

BROADCAST

BUOYANT
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DAINTREE

DANCING AGAIN

LOUISIANA IRIS
General Listing

ALL AGAZE (Taylor ’90 E-M 120cm) Light pink
and salmon bitone. Vigorous and colourful. $12
BROADCAST (Taylor ’99 M 110cm) Heavily
yellow signals. Form is excellent.
$10
BUOYANT (Taylor ’99 M 90cm) White standards
with some yellow. Light creamy-yellow falls.
CEST SI BON (Taylor '84 E 100cm) Purple with
a white edge and spray.
$10
DAINTREE (Taylor ’00 M-L 90cm) Yellow with
DANCING AGAIN (Taylor ’97 M-L 130cm)
GATE CRASHER (Taylor ’93 M 110cm) BurGATE CRASHER

HEATHER PRYOR
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sometimes with more than 6 petals. Unique. $12

HIGH GRADE

HIGH POWERED

ITALIAN AFFAIR

HEATHER PRYOR (Taylor ’94 M-L 130cm)
Cream ground veined and flushed pink, paler
towards the rim with greenish centre.
$8
HIGH GRADE (Taylor ’99 M-L 110cm) Very
rounded and slightly recurved pale lemon to cream
with darker veining and green signals.
$10
HIGH POWERED (Taylor ’01 M-L 130cm) Tall,
clear blue-violet with a lighter edge. Nice. $10
ITALIAN AFFAIR (Taylor ’01 M-L 110cm)
Violet-purple with a light buff edge and reverse.
Dykes Medal winner in 2012
$12
LAND OF COTTON (Dunn '00 M-L 95cm)
Creamy white with yellow line signals and green
style arms.
$10
MINERAL SPRING (Taylor ’09 M 90cm) White
standards brushed mauve pink and rosy pink falls.
MONEYMAKER (Taylor ’99 M-L 110cm) Buff
standards, peach-tan falls. Good grower.
$10

MONEYMAKER

LAND OF COTTON

MINERAL SPRING
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RE-ENACT

RELINQUISHED
RE-ENACT (Taylor ’01 E-M 110cm) Beautiful
purple garden iris. Strong growth, lovely foliage,
RELINQUISHED (Taylor ’99 M 100cm)
Ruffled blue-violet with a darker midrib and
yellow-green styles tipped violet. Yellow signals.
Very vigorous and popular.
$12
RETURN MAIL (Taylor ’01 L 100cm) Pink-buff
standards, violet-purple falls edged lighter. Lovely
SOFT HEARTED (Dunn ’00 M-L 90cm)
Mid blue with a white hairline edge. Excellent
growth.
$12
TOTALLY WILD (Taylor '02 M-L 100cm) Cream
standards marbled purple. Styles are cream blushed
purple. Falls are purple with yellow signals. Nicely

RETURN MAIL

SOFT HEARTED
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TOTALLY WILD

DAYLILIES
Notes on Culture
Daylilies are very easy to grow and their cultural
requirements are few but like most perennials they
will give a more rewarding display if they are given
care and attention. They are virtually disease and
pest free and will grow anywhere in Australia.
Snails and slugs can be a problem in among the
can be a problem but are readily controlled. Spider
mites can be a problem in hot dry weather conditions and will need to be attended to. They can
be controlled naturally, by introducing predators
or by using chemical sprays.
The daylily crown should be planted about 2cm
below ground level and plants separated by 60cm
to 80cm in a well-worked soil which has been
improved by compost or manure. We use a slow
release fertilizer at planting time to ensure good
early and continued growth. The plants should
be well watered until growth starts and they then
should be treated to normal good garden care
for best results. They will, however, withstand
drought and will also grow well in wet conditions.
Most varieties give their best display in full sun
but again, they will grow well in semi-shade. We
fertilize established clumps with Dynamic Lifter in
late winter/early spring and again in late summer/
early autumn. This seems to give the best results.
Flower size, growth and quantity of bloom will
depend on time of planting, weather and cultural
conditions. Best results will be obtained on second
and third years clumps. Clumps are best divided
quality and quantity.

CITRIX

AZURE ANGEL

BELOVED DECEIVER

CHERRYSTONE
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CUPID'S CALLING

ED BROWN

DAYLILIES
General Listing

AZURE VIOLETS (Duncan Ev 29” Tet M)
Superb colour.
$16
BELOVED DECEIVER (Salter Ev 24” Tet M-L
rose-pink edge and green throat.
$15
CHERRYSTONE (Stamile Ev 27” Tet E-M Re)
Dark pink with a cherry-red eye zone and green
CITRIX (Stamile Ev 25'' Tet E Re) Bright citrus
orange colour with, colour subtly fading into a
deep olive green throat.
$40
CUPID'S CALLING (Carr SEv 27'' Tet M) Ruf-

EDITH SLINGER

LIN WRIGHT
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ED BROWN (Salter SEv 28’’ Tet E-M) Pale pink
with gold edge and light yellow throat. Gorgeous

LINES OF SPLENDOR

MARINER'S COVE

PALACE GARDEN BEAUTY

EDITH SLINGER (Slater SEv 25"E-M RE
SEV) Rose pink with blend wire gold edge. This
LIN WRIGHT (Morss ’91 Ev 24” Tet M Re)
LINES OF SPLENDOR (Temple Ev 25’’ Dip E
Re) Wonderful yellow green spider with a red eye.
Huge blooms, extended bloom season.
$15
MARINER'S COVE (Stamile Ev 20” Tet L Re)
PALACE GARDEN BEAUTY (Carpenter EV
25'' Tet M Re) Purple-pink blend with yellow
throat. Stand out gold laced edging.
$30
POPCORN PETE (Petit SEv 25"Tet M) Purple
with lighter watermark & gold edge above a greenyellow throat.
$35
POWER OF SILENCE (Petit 24'' SEv Tet M Re)
Gold yellow self above green throat.
$30

PRICKLED PETALS

POPCORN PETE

POWER OF SILENCE
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SABINE BAUR

SCARLET ORBIT
PRICKLED PETALS (Joiner Ev 24” Tet M-L
Re) Light pink with a grape-purple eye and edge
SABINE BAUR (Salter SEv 25” Tet E-M Re)
Creamy-pink with a very large plum-purple eye.
SCARLET ORBIT (Gates Ev 22" Tet E Re)
Quality red for productivity and vigour.
$12
TOMORROW’S GLORY (Salter SEv 26” Tet M
gold edge. Small green throat.
$18
TROPICAL TOY (Hudson SEv 20" Dip M Re)
Full rounded 3" soft creamy peach edged and

TOMORROWS GLORY

TROPICAL TOY
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ZULU (Grosvenor Ev 28" Tet M-L Re) Superb
wine red to black red, perfect rounded form and
great garden appeal. The small green throat is surrounded by yellow that lights up the bloom. $12

ZULU

CALIFORNIAN IRIS
As noted in the Introduction, we will be selling
POTTED named Californian Iris at the NSW Iris
Society Show, at John Taylor's garden on Open
Days and by appointment at the Nursery. Some
are illustrated on this and the next two pages. Set
out below are some cultural notes.
Notes on Culture

ALL WORTHWHILE

AT THE GATE

BY MYSELF

ENCORE

EXPLOSIVE

FOREVER GOLD

FULLY PREPARED

GO FOR IT

GOLDEN TICKET

GRAND FINALE

GURU

HAND MADE

iris, are native iris of the west coast of the US They
are, in general, evergreen and form small, compact
mid spring. Foliage varies in height from 20cm to
45cm. Bloom sits beautifully above the foliage.
While they are found in the foothills of higher
ranges, Californian Iris are not alpine plants. They
prefer high winter and early spring rain followed
by long dryish summers. They tolerate cold in the
winter and relish heat in the summer. While full sun
is satisfactory in all but the hottest climates, most of
these iris will grow best in a semi-shaded position.
Care must be taken when dividing and replanting
to have only young divisions and only when the
new white roots are forming in late autumn, early
winter. (mid May to early June). When planting it
is very important not to let the root system dry out,
and once planted the ground should be kept damp
until the plants are actively growing.
Feeding Californian iris consist of a 9 month
slow-release fertilizer in mid to late May and then
a light feed with a general rose food in early spring.
Californian iris can be used extensively in different garden situations. They can be used to give
spectacular displays over a long period either as
mass plantings in large garden beds or as long rows
along paths or driveways. They are also great as
feature or spot plantings among other perennials
or annuals, they shine like beacons. Another great
use is under planting for standardised plants in
circular or square beds.
Because these iris grow so well in pots, they
can be grown to large potted specimens or used
as companion plants in pots of various sizes with
other perennials or annuals.
Plants come in a wide range of warm and cool
colours - yellow, orange, gold, russet, red, white,
shades of blue, violet and purple through to black.
There are also pink, apricot, mauve, peach , orchid
and heliotrope. With their veining and signal
patches many of the Californian Iris are bicolours
and bitones Blending and contrasting styles also
add to the beauty.
PLEASE NOTE: Bare rooted Californian iris
for sending out in the post between MAY - JUNE
2015 will be advertised separately.
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COLLECTIONS

For 2015 we offer the following collections at a considerable discount on catalogue

labelled in a wide colour range, for $65 plus postage (Catalogue value at least

and labelled in a wide colour range, for $50 plus postage (Catalogue value at

See inside front cover for postage.
Please note:

current catalogue.

HAY DAY

HOT DOGGIE

HURRICANE

HYDRO

IN ADVANCE

IN THE DARK

KNOCK OUT

MAGIC FALLS
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GARDEN VIEWS AT EIDOLIA PARK

TAY DAUM Dykes Medal Winner 2013

We hope you enjoyed our
2015 catalogue.

